BLISS

Feel blissful with Bliss planters from Sheetal. Their cylindrical shape lends a touch of versatility. They look equally wonderful inside your home and outside. When paired with LED lights, they create a sight to behold.
AVAILABLE COLORS

- NATURAL (FOR INDOOR USE ONLY)
- WHITE
CURVADA

Adorn any place, indoor or outdoor with Curvada. These chic planters are a lovely fusion of conventionalism and modernity. Their light weight enables effortless mobility. These 3 sizes serve a dual purpose of show pieces and perfect vases.
AVAILABLE COLORS

- NATURAL [FOR INDOOR USE ONLY]
- WHITE
EON

Impart a serene and classic feel to the ambience with Eon. Meant for both indoor and outdoor areas, these ornamental pieces of architecture make for both elegant and functional entities.
AVAILABLE COLORS

- NATURAL (FOR INDOOR USE ONLY)
- WHITE
CUBE
Timeless and sophisticated are the words that define Sheetal’s Cube planter. Grey colour further uplifts its formal and neat look. These magnificent pieces are bound to add to the attractiveness quotient of any and every place.
AVAILABLE COLORS

- NATURAL [FOR INDOOR USE ONLY]
- WHITE

TRON

Experience the Sheetal spirit with Tron, the unique geometric pot. It comprises sufficient drainage outlets that facilitate easy flow of water. It creates a brilliant atmosphere when paired with LED light. Its distinctive shape enhances its visual appeal and sets it apart from the rest. Inspired by Origami, it presents a contemporary and polished feel to the surroundings.
PRISM

Less is more in case of Prism, the wall hanging planter by Sheetal. It gets its name from its geometric shape that resembles a prism. With its triangular base and rectangular sides it creates a harmonious visual impact.
QUAD

Resembling the quadrant of a circle, Quad is a statement piece by Sheetal. It is ideal for adding beauty and charm to the corners of your home. It features a distinct pattern in the form of letter W engraved on it.
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